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Structure of the intense Es observed on June 9, 2008
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In the recent study we have revealed that the intense Es event (foEs>30MHz) observed on June 9, 2008 had the occurrence
area of about 150km in the east-west direction and moved about 200km in north, by using the amplitude scintillation observations
of the stationary satellite MTSAT-2 and the GPS satellites in corresponding to the wavefront structure deduced by the HF doppler
observations. the analysis was performed by using the 24 amplitude scintillation events because they can be easily identified by
the quasi-periodic shape, the duration of less-than 1 minute and the peak-to-peak amplitude of more than 6dB, even in fluctuating
data, and because the TEC variation only shows a small noise-like fluctuation. In this study we have found out the relationship
between the shape and timing of the TEC variation and the amplitude scintillation in the Es events. Thus we applied the method
to identify TEC variations as a Es event, and obtained totally 20 events in the TEC data. Those events show the TEC increase of
less than 0.7TECU and the same duration as the amplitude scintillation.

The quasi-periodic amplitude variation can be modeled by a diffraction pattern produced by a long and cylindrical Es with
a Gaussian-shape in cross section [2]. We have obtained the full-width of 120m and the peak electron density of 3x1013m−3

by using the observation parameters, f=1575.42MHz, v=55m/s and h=120km. the peak electron density may explain the intense
foEs value of more than 30MHz observed at the NICT Kokubunji. Then the equivalent width can be calculated as 230m dividing
the TEC enhancement of 7x1015m{-2} by the estimated peak electron density. We can, therefore, suppose a diffusive electron
distribution around the main Gaussian distribution. It is concluded that the cross-section structure of the intense Es on June 9,
2008, is implimented by the peak electron density of 3x1013m−3, the main width of 120m, and the diffusive attachment.
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